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Large scale land acquisitions (LSLAs), often referred as “land grabbing”, refer to the control of larger 

than locally-typical amounts of land by any physical/moral person for agricultural purposes, logging, 

tourism, conservation, mining, urban expansion or large infrastructural works. LSLAs are highly dynamic 

and complex land use systems, that are rapidly transforming ecosystems and societies in many low-

income countries of the world, bringing on one hand sustainability challenges and, on the other hand, 

undermining the right of peoples to self-determination over natural resources. Consequently, monitoring 

of those large-scale agricultural expansions has appeared to be of paramount importance. International 

initiatives such as the Land Matrix relying on publicly available sources, have emerged in response to 

that need. However, because information on those acquisitions is opaque and scarce, systems allowing 

near real-time LSLAs detection, characterization and monitoring are needed (1).  

With the increasing availability of global satellite data products, technological development in cloud 

computing, image and data mining analysis, remote sensing has appeared to be an interesting tool for 

the detection and characterization of such land use systems. Their repetitive coverage at short intervals 

and consistent image quality, combined with the free-of-cost availability of dense temporal series of 

satellite images, have explained their wide use in land use and land cover change detection. While LSLAs 

are not directly observable from remote sensing images (no one-to-one relation between land cover and 

functionality), they may be inferred from observable land cover, structural elements in the landscape 

and spatio-temporal characteristics at different scales (2).  

This study deals with the detection of agricultural LSLAs (~80% of LSLAs) across Senegal. Its strong 

north-south gradient of rainfall, makes of Senegal an interesting study case for the detection of LSLAs 

under different environmental conditions. The approach relies on change detection algorithms (here 

BFAST, for Breaks For Additive Season and Trend (3)) applied on 2000–2020 MODIS Vegetation Index 

(NDVI) time series. Because the country knows an overall low but highly variable precipitation, rainfall-

induced changes were accounted for separately in order to minimize their contribution. Results consist 

of date-of-change maps, that were subsequently clustered to extract areas potentially related to 

agricultural LSLAs. Those areas were characterized (e.g. year of change, spatial expansion) and 

evaluated against field data compiled by the Senegalese Institute of Agricultural Research (ISRA, with 

~800 deals recorded) and high spatial resolution spatial imagery (Landsat/Sentinel-2).  
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